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Abstract— The modern battlefield scenario is strongly influ-
enced by the innovative capabilities of multifunction phased
array radars (MPARs), which can perform a plethora of sensing
and communication (COM) activities sequentially or in parallel.
In fact, the MPAR can functionally cluster its phased array into
bespoke subapertures implementing different tasks. Accordingly,
a portion of the other available resources, e.g., bandwidth,
power-aperture product (PAP), and time, is also assigned to
each subaperture, and the grand challenge is the definition of
strategies for optimal scheduling of the tasks to be executed.
In this respect, a rule-based algorithm for task scheduling is
proposed in this article. In a nutshell, in each time window, the
procedure first allocates the radar tasks (viz., volume search, cued
search, update, and confirmation tracking) and then utilizes the
COM looks to fill the empty intraslot time left by the radar tasks.
When there are two concurrent looks, the allocation is performed
according to their priorities. Moreover, if the bandwidth and PAP
are sufficient, some of them can be also scheduled in parallel.
Interesting results in terms of bandwidth and time occupancy
efficiency are observed from simulations conducted in challenging
scenarios comprising also multiple maneuvering targets.

Index Terms— Dynamic resource allocation, multifunction
phased array radar (MPAR), rule-based algorithm, task
scheduling.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENT years have experienced the evolution of both
military and civilian radars toward the implementation

of multifunction phased array radar (MPAR) systems. This
is essential because this kind of architecture can perform
(also at the same time) a plethora of activities, thanks to the
provision of simultaneous beams. In fact, an MPAR system
can perform operations that, in the past, were demanded to
separate radars. Indeed, the system is capable of functionally
clustering the aperture array into several subapertures and
piloting them independently to each other. In such a way, the
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multifunction phased array radar (MPAR) further expands the
flexibility of the phased array, by enabling it to electronically
steer many beams in different directions, while transmitting
different waveforms each designed to reach a specific goal.
To do this, the MPAR necessitates a radar resource manager
(RRM), whose aim is to effectively and appropriately manage
the diverse functionalities, ranging from target search to target
tracking, classification, and/or communications (COMs), just
to list a few [1]. For an efficient use of the resources, the
system needs to continuously probe and glean knowledge
about the operating environment before performing an adaptive
setting of the involved parameters and resources [2], [3], [4].

The RRM is responsible for an optimal allocation of
the limited radar resources (e.g., bandwidth, power-aperture
product (PAP), and time) to each demanding function (or
task associated with them) [5]. This is done based on two
competing factors, viz., the finite availability of resources
and the satisfaction achieved in effectively performing a spe-
cific operation according to its importance for the overall
MPAR mission (in fact, some functions are more mission-
critical than others). Therefore, in order to properly weigh the
respective importance and sensitivity of the involved functions,
the RRM must assign some bespoke priorities to each of
them (e.g., on the basis of the threat level of the activity).
Not surprisingly, the design and development of complex
algorithms for resource allocation are demanded to fulfill
the mentioned challenges [3], [4]. Specifically, the resource
allocation strategies implemented in the RRM must efficiently
share the overall amount of each limited resource for all the
functions/tasks while honoring their performance constraints.
Clearly, being the tasks in competition with each other for
the resource assignment, the RRM must adaptively establish
the optimal distribution that allows to guarantee the maximum
satisfaction of the final MPAR mission, sacrificing lower
priority tasks in favor of the higher. Notably, the resource
allocation problem is also gaining attention in the integrated
sensing and communication (ISAC) context [6].

The resource allocation process can be done by following
different strategies, such as the quality of service resource
allocation method (Q-RAM) [1], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14], the continuous double auction parameter selection
(CDAPS) [3], [15], [16], [17], [18], and/or quality-of-service
(QoS)-based algorithms [4], [18], [19], [20]. In particular, the
Q-RAM is an iterative procedure that increasingly assigns
the resources to each task in decreasing order in terms of
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marginal utility until all the available resources are allocated.
On the contrary, the CDAPS implements the continuous
double auction (CDA) market algorithm [21], with the tasks
modeled as agents to which a certain amount of resource
is associated together with a limit on the overall budget of
the specified resource. Differently, the algorithms based on
QoS optimization formulate a constrained optimization prob-
lem, where the limited resource (e.g., PAP) is appropriately
shared to maximize the overall QoS. Finally, other resource
assignment methodologies have been developed in [22], [23],
and [24], where the allocation problem is addressed following
a Bayesian framework and consists in selecting the best
sensing mode that minimizes the uncertainty in the threat level
of the targets.

Beyond the above-mentioned resource distributions, it is
worth underlining that the RRM should also perform schedul-
ing of the tasks for being executed over time. In fact, during
the resource distribution process, due to the limited budget,
some tasks cannot be allocated in the current time slot (also
known as update interval or time window) under consideration
and should be scheduled in the next time slots. In particular,
for each update interval, the radar tasks create one or more
look requests involving a specific amount of resources to reach
their objective. In this respect, the RRM should establish a
timeline that describes the tasks to execute inside each update
time, defining their starting time, duration, and the resources
they will employ. The timeline can be hence created following
different strategies [25], [26], [27], [28], [29]. The method
designed in [25] and [26], also known as time-balancing,
was implemented in the experimental multifunction electronic
scanned array radar (MESAR) system developed by QinetiQ
and AMS Ltd. Its idea consists in assigning to each look a
time balance. Then, the scheduling is made based on this
value. In fact, the following three different situations can arise:
1) a zero time balance means that a look must be executed
immediately; 2) a negative time balance corresponds to a look
that cannot be executed; and 3) a positive value indicates the
time instance at which the look should be executed. Then,
tasks are executed in sequence, according to their priority as
well (if any). By doing so, the time efficiency can be quite
close to 100%. An alternative method is the so-called coupled-
task scheduler [27], which is based on the exploitation of the
separation time between the two consecutive operations, where
an additional task is possibly inserted to occupy the residual
time to boost efficiency.

Regardless of the employed scheduling method, a funda-
mental subproblem should be first addressed. It consists in
properly ranking the task’s priority values assignment [1], [3],
[30], [31]. Currently, different strategies toward this goal can
be clustered into two different groups, viz., rule-based versus
fuzzy logic-based [1], [3], [32], [33]. In the first case, the
priority assignment is done by defining the importance (e.g.,
threat) as well as the sensitivity of each task with respect
to the overall mission, and fixed priority values are typically
assigned [3]. The other class of approaches relies on the use
of fuzzy values that are assigned to variables representing
attributes of the specific tasks. Hence, an if-then rule can used
to determine the priority of each task [32], [33].

In [31], an example of tasks scheduling based on a rule-
based priority assignment for an MPAR performing volume
search, cued search, and tracking is provided. Specifically,
at each update time, the scheduler organizes the look requests
accounting for their starting time and privileging those asso-
ciated with tasks of higher priority (for concurrent looks).
The considered limited resources to be shared are hence the
bandwidth, PAP, and time. According to the bandwidth and
PAP requirements, volume and cued search could also be
performed in parallel, whereas tracking is greedy and demands
all the available resources during its execution. The major
drawback of this approach is that the time resource is not
exploited most efficiently. In fact, in each update interval,
a certain amount of time might remain unused.

To overcome the above limitation, in this article, a frame-
work that expands [31] by integrating communication (COM)
tasks together with radar sensing is proposed. Note that
the coexistence and integration of sensing and COM opera-
tions is becoming one of the hottest research topics within
both the radar and COM community [34]. It can be real-
ized by following diverse strategies such as time-division
access (e.g., alternating operation), frequency-division access
(e.g., spectrum sensing), code-division access (e.g., orthogonal
waveforms), and/or space-division access [34], [35]. Hence,
the proposed strategy (which is radar-centric) consists of a
rule-based approach, which allocates COM looks to fill the
gaps left by the radar tasks in the update interval. In fact, the
scheduler first allocates the higher (radar) priority tasks and
then utilizes COM operations to increase the effectiveness in
the usage of the time resource. In more detail, the COM tasks
share the lowest priority assignment, but they are carried out
in parallel to volume search tasks (satisfying the resources
constraints) whenever a cued search is not executed. Moreover,
they are allocated in the idle times left blank in each update
time by the radar operations. Nonscheduled tasks (referred
to as deferred tasks) are delayed to be considered for the
next update intervals after their priority is increased (except
for the COM ones). It is finally worth observing that the
algorithm adaptively chooses the revisit time for the tracking
tasks based on some useful metrics (e.g., track sharpness
and model’s probability). Some simulations in scenarios of
practical interest demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
strategy with a substantial increment in the effectiveness of the
used bandwidth and time resources.

Summarizing, the main contributions of this work are as
follows.

1) The generalization of the framework of [31] contex-
tualizes it in ISAC applications, where both sensing
and COMs capabilities are somehow integrated, thus
enlarging the application to a much broader set of
operating contexts.

2) Definition of new specific metrics (viz., the channel
capacity per bandwidth and the range at which it is
guaranteed) to account for COM tasks that substantially
differ from those of the sensing tasks.

3) Wise exploitation of COM tasks to overcome the draw-
backs of the method in [31], which does not fully
capitalize on the available resources in terms of both
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Fig. 1. Operative principle of look request activation for cued search and
tracking under detection events occurrence.

bandwidth and time. Therefore, COM operations are
interlaced in order to recover wasted resources from
sensing operations and, hence, used as bandwidth and
time gap fillers.

4) Extensive simulations, conducted also in comparison
with the algorithm of [31], highlighting the practical
effectiveness of the proposed framework.

This article is organized as follows. In Section II, some
preliminary concepts on the MPAR system are provided,
and the problem of limited resource allocation is introduced.
In Section III, a description of the considered task scheduling
problem is given together with the definition of the involved
resources to share between the radar and COM tasks. The
devised algorithm is then illustrated in Section IV and ana-
lyzed on a simulated scenario of practical importance in
Section V. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section VI
with possible hints for future research directions.

II. PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS

In this article, we consider an MPAR system capable of
performing three radar tasks, i.e., volume search, cued search,
and tracking, while performing COMs with other devices or
users. In this multitask scenario, exploiting the dynamicity
and flexibility of its active electronically steered array (ESA)
antenna, the MPAR can steer a multitude of beams in different
directions each of them devoted to a specific task. Therefore,
the system must reserve for each task a part of the available
resources in terms of bandwidth, PAP, as well as the execution
time. Assuming a scenario comprising multiple (generally
maneuvering) targets, at each update interval, each task needs
a certain amount of the aforementioned resources from the
MPAR to appropriately accomplish its goal, e.g., to perform
searching for targets, track one or more targets, and convey
communication (COM) information. Along the time, each task
produces one or more look requests that include the amount of
demanded resources for being effectively executed. However,
some look requests are activated upon the occurrence of some
events triggered by other tasks. The operative principle of
the look request activation flowchart is illustrated through the
scheme of Fig. 1.

More precisely, the volume look requests are continuously
activated in order to perform the scan of a large volume of
space. After the volume search is performed, if detection
occurs, the resulting target detection is sent back to the
processing unit, where a cued look request is generated. This
sequential process is performed since the detections obtained
by the volume search offer approximate target locations that
are then refined by the bespoke cued search looks. In fact,
the volume search task usually exploits a wide beam and a

narrowband waveform to reduce the total search time. Then,
the cued search allows the MPAR to address surveillance
adaptively by scanning a small region around a detection
produced by the volume search. To this end, the cued search
relies on a narrower beam and a wider bandwidth for better
accuracy. Similar to the volume search, when a detection is
produced by the cued process, it is passed to the tracking
task. Here, two competing situations can arise. On the one
hand, if it is not possible to associate the confirmed detection
to any existing track, a new target track is created. In such
a case, the tracking task initiates an unconfirmed track and
requests a so-called confirmation look. On the other hand,
if the confirmed detection is associated with an existing track,
the tracking task actuates the request for a track update look.
It is worth underlining that the tracking is performed in an
adaptive fashion. In fact, the tracks are updated based on
some parameters that are related to the target dynamics (e.g.,
if there is the presence of a maneuvering or not-maneuvering
target as well as its threatening level). Finally, COM look
requests are continuously activated, and executed each time
if there are some usable resources, following the criteria
specified in Section IV. Depending on the amount of resources
required by each involved task, at each update interval, the
MPAR can execute different tasks sequentially or in parallel
(if two or more tasks can share the available resources without
affecting/impairing the success of their mission).

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

A fundamental requirement of the MPAR to execute dif-
ferent tasks in parallel is its capability of partitioning its
phased array into several subarrays. By doing so, it can create
multiple simultaneous beams with different values of PAP
associated with each of them.1 Moreover, it can change the
transmitted waveform parameters, hence having the potential-
ity of transmitting different signals at the same time. However,
each radar task requires access to some amount of bandwidth,
PAP, and time resources. Therefore, due to practical and
physical constraints on the available resources, the involved
tasks must compete with each other in order to get them.
Hence, the MPAR organizes the tasks to be executed in the
upcoming time window, say [tk, tk+1], with k being the time
index. It is tantamount to underlining that, for each update
interval, a radar task produces one or more look requests
in terms of resources necessary to reach its objective; these
requests strictly depend on the current operational situation
(i.e., the scenario, the number of targets, and their positions)
as better specified in the remaining part of this article. Once
a radar look is produced, it incorporates several information
useful to properly allocate the resources. The MPAR must
acquire knowledge about the type of waveform to be used

1In the proposed architecture, the antenna array is divided into spatially
separated subarrays (i.e., a spatial division multiplexing is performed) to
generate multiple beams. Moreover, each subaperture is fed by the T/R
modules of its elements that transmit the waveform dedicated to a specific
function. In addition, in order to induce isolation between the separated beams,
it is assumed that frequency orthogonal waveforms are used. Nevertheless,
to further reduce the possible interference between sensing and COMs
functions, orthogonal (or quasi-orthogonal) codes can also be superimposed
on different carrier frequencies.
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Fig. 2. Notional example of the MPAR scheduling of different tasks sharing
the bandwidth resource in a generic update interval. The same color refers to
different looks of the same task.

(e.g., bandwidth and transmitting power) as well as about the
beam to produce (e.g., steering angle, dwell time, and subarray
size). Then, the RRM organizes all the generated looks in a
possible timeline based on a specific scheduling algorithm as
detailed in Section IV.

To provide an insight into this approach, Fig. 2 shows
a notional example of task scheduling. Five different task
typologies sharing the bandwidth resource are organized in
a generic update interval. From the figure, the evidence is
that the scheduler organizes different task looks in order to
satisfy their bandwidth requirements according to the overall
availability of the shared resource.

The RRM creates a timeline composed by consecutive
update times, each of them containing the scheduled looks,
in turn, characterized by their own starting time and duration
(as defined by each specific dwell). Therefore, once the
timeline for the next update interval is completed, the RRM
moves the not-scheduled looks into a list of deferred tasks,
which will be considered for possible planning in the next
update interval. How to manage the deferred looks depends
on the specific scheduling algorithm. More details about this
aspect are reported in Section IV.

A. System Resources

As already pointed out, in this article, the bandwidth, the
PAP, and the time duration are considered as the limited
resources to be shared among the tasks.

The bandwidth of the transmitted signal depends on the
resolution required by a specific radar task. Hence, in this
work, it is assumed that the tracking requires the entire
bandwidth available at the MPAR for its execution. On the
contrary, for the cued search, a lower bandwidth is needed,
whereas the volume is the task with the lowest requirements
in terms of bandwidth. Finally, as to the COM operations,
a distinct strategy is herein followed. Practically, the band-
width associated with COM operations is statically set such
that it can be also executed in parallel to a volume task. The
reason for this choice will be clarified during the explanation
of the scheduling algorithm in Section IV.

The second considered limited resource is the PAP that is
defined as the product of the average transmitted power, say
Pav, and the aperture size, Ae, of the activated subarray. With
reference to the hth subarray used to accomplish the hth task,

it is [36]

PAPh = Ph
av Ah

e = Ph
t τPRFAh

e (1)

where Ph
t is the peak transmitted power for the hth subarray,

τ is the pulse duration (or pulsewidth), and PRF is the pulse
repetition frequency of the burst.

Finally, it is worth recalling that each look requires a differ-
ent duration depending on several endogenous and exogenous
factors, e.g., detection performance as well as waveform and
target characteristics. Clearly, different looks can be served in
parallel, when they can share all the other resources. However,
if this is not the case, they must be executed sequentially in
the same or in different update intervals, depending on the
compliance of their durations with the overall update window
size. For these reasons, it is of paramount importance for the
RRM to compute the time duration for each task as well as
figure out the overlaying possibilities before organizing them
in the timeline. Being the update window of fixed duration,
some looks will be scheduled and executed at the update inter-
val under planning, whereas the remainder will be postponed.
As to the radar tasks, the execution time required by each look
is given by the dwell time that is defined as the product of the
number of pulses in the burst and their pulse repetition interval
(PRI). Hence, denoting by Dx (Pd , Pfa), the radar detectability
factor (i.e., a quantity determining the received signal energy
needed to achieve the desired probability of detection Pd

given the probability of false alarm Pfa computed for unit
noise power [31]), the number of transmitted pulses for each
radar look can be computed from the radar range equation as
follows [36]:

n =

⌈
(4π)3kB Ts Dx (Pd , Pfa)R4Ls Lh(θ, φ)

Ph
t τG2

hλ 2
0 σ

⌉
(2)

where kB = 1.38 × 10−23 J/K is the Boltzmann constant, Ts

is the system noise temperature, R is the target range, Gh

is the gain of the subarray that depends on the azimuth and
elevation beamwidth, λ0 is the operating wavelength, and σ is
the target radar cross section (RCS). The function ⌈·⌉ provides
the smallest integer greater than or equal to its argument.
Finally, Ls indicates the overall system loss, whereas Lh(φ, θ)

is the term accounting for the scanning gain loss of the steered
antenna due to scanning off boresight in the pointing direction
(φ, θ) (with φ being the azimuth and θ being the elevation),
that is [31],

Lh(φ, θ) = cos−3(φ) cos−6(θ). (3)

The scan loss is a deleterious effect that impacts the
evaluation of the number of pulses needed to ensure the
same detection performance for different search looks. As a
consequence, when the radar points off-boresight, a higher
number of pulses (namely, a waveform diversity) is needed
to compensate for the mentioned loss.

B. Volume and Cued Search Tasks

Volume search scans the volume of interest to detect a
possible target. Each look of this task is characterized by a
given pointing direction within a grid of directions based on
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Fig. 3. Search grid with volume and cued 3-dB beams.

which beam and waveform features are established accord-
ingly too. In particular, to accomplish a wide region scanning,
the volume task is characterized by a wide beam and a low
bandwidth. Then, if during a volume search, a detection is
triggered, the related measurements feed the processing unit
that will initialize the cued search task. Specifically, a cued
search look is demanded that, beyond the proper waveform and
beam characteristics, consists of seven (or five if the detection
is on the edge of the search volume) beams that should
be sequentially transmitted (due to bandwidth limitations)
in order to refine the search around the specific direction,
where the volume has triggered a detection. In this respect,
the cued search is characterized by a narrower beam and a
wider bandwidth than the volume one. Now, if the cued search
confirms the detection, the respective measurements are passed
back to the processing unit that will activate the tracking
process (whose functionalities are described in Section III-C).
To help readers toward a better understanding of these con-
cepts, in Fig. 3, the entire search grid is shown together with
the 3-dB beams transmitted for both the volume and cued
search tasks. It is worth noting that to reduce the straddling
loss, the adjacent volume search beams have been slightly
overlapped.

C. Tracking Task

The tracking task, along with the conventional looks
requested to feed the already formed tracks, generally, comes
into play when a detection is obtained during the cued search
process. It can accomplish two operating functions depending
on the specific situation that arises. In fact, it can require the
production of two alternative looks. The former is referred
to as track confirmation and is activated when the detection
coming from the cued task cannot be associated with any
other existing tracks. When this is the case, the tracking task
must initiate a new unconfirmed track through the request
of a confirmation look. On the contrary, if the measurement
associated with the cued detection can be associated with an
existing track, the tracking task proceeds with a track update
look request. Clearly, this dual structure assumes that different
parameters will be involved in the two alternative tasks. The
confirmation looks can be considered a more important task
than the update one, and hence requires a revisit time that
should be done as soon as possible. To obtain a confirmation
of the track, a logic based on an M-of-N threshold is used (in
the simulations conducted in Section V, it is set M = 3 and
N = 5).

The tracker is based on an interacting multiple model (IMM)
filter that is designed for highly maneuvering targets. In fact,

the IMM filter deals with the multiple motion models accord-
ing to a Bayesian framework [36], [37], [38], [39]. Specifically,
this method resolves the target motion uncertainty by jointly
using multiple models at a time for a maneuvering target. All
of them are simultaneously used to come up with a combined
state estimate. In particular, the considered tracker uses two
extended Kalman filters (EKFs) in parallel particularized for
two different motion models. The former is a constant velocity
model (i.e., for a nonmaneuvering target), whereas the latter
is the so-called constant turn (for a maneuvering target),
which describes a motion in the x y plane with a constant
angular velocity and in the vertical direction with a constant
velocity. The final state estimate is obtained as a combination
of the two state filter outputs, as well as exploiting the model
probabilities and the model switching probabilities. Precisely,
the probability that a model is active can be evaluated from
the measurement innovations. Hence, the estimates and error
covariances for all models are approximately mixed [36].
In the case studied in this article, the model transition proba-
bilities are set equal to 0.99 for both models.

Finally, when the tracking task requests a track update look,
it finds the track revisit rate adopting one of the following three
adaptive strategies.

1) Adaptive Revisit Time Based on Track Sharpness: The
track revisit rate is chosen as the lowest revisit rate at which the
predicted azimuthal track accuracy (viz., the azimuth standard
deviation, σc) does not exceed a preassigned threshold [1],
[4], [40]. In particular, the threshold is chosen equal to a
fraction of the beamwidth in azimuth, that is, the beamwidth
in the azimuth direction multiplied by the track sharpness
(normalized azimuth accuracy), namely,

σc < η0 · BWφ (4)

where η0 is the dimensionless track sharpness parameter,
which controls the maximum allowed inaccuracy of the track
in relationship to the azimuth beamwidth BWφ .

2) Adaptive Revisit Time Based on Estimated Maneuver:
This method consists in choosing the revisit time as a function
of the target maneuver. In particular, if the model probability
for the maneuvering model is greater than a predefined value
(Pm > 0.5 is used in the simulations conducted in this
article), the revisit time is chosen equal to the lowest possible,
differently it is selected as the highest possible. This is because
a maneuvering target could be lost during the tracking update
process if the revisit time is not sufficiently short.

3) Adaptive Revisit Time Based on NEES: The accuracy of
the covariance is measured through the normalized estimation
error squared (NEES) that, for a single sample in the case
of constant velocity estimate, should be chi-square distributed
with six degrees of freedom [36], [38]. Hence, the average
value for the NEES should be 6, where the confidence interval
for the chi-square distribution is [ξ 2

L, ξ 2
H]. For instance, the

interval [0.87, 16.81] is derived by setting the confidence to
98%. As a consequence, the revisit time can be set as the
maximum revisit such that the estimated NEES is within a
specific interval [ξ 2

L, ξ 2
H].

It is finally worth noticing that, for all the above-mentioned
strategies, the tuning parameters (viz., η0, ξ 2

L , ξ 2
H, and Pm)
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should be set according to the knowledge about the riskiness
of the operating environment. Moreover, similar results can be
achieved by the above three methods through a proper choice
of the tuning parameters.

D. COM Task

In addition to sensing operations, it is assumed that the
MPAR could communicate with many U users and/or devices.
Hence, the system can transmit a signal given by the superpo-
sition of U frequency (or code) orthogonal waveforms, xi (t),
i = 1, . . . , U . As for the radar tasks, when the COM task
requests a look, first, the pointing angle is defined, and the
beam and waveform properties are derived consequently. The
PAP being a limited resource, it can be adaptively chosen
rather than a priori fixed. In particular, once the COM range
is chosen, it can be set as the value such that the channel
capacity per bandwidth is equal to a specific value.

Assuming an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) chan-
nel, from the Shannon–Hartley theorem, the channel capacity
per bandwidth (expressed in bit/s/Hz) for the kth user is [41],
[42], [43]

Ck = log2

(
1 + SNRCOM

k

)
(5)

where SNRCOM
k is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the kth

COM user receiver. Hence, indicating with Rk,COM the range
at which the user is located, the SNR is given by [19]

SNRk = PAPk
Arx,k

e

λ 2
0 R2

k,COMLCOM
s LCOM

steer kB T COM
s BCOM

(6)

where Arx,k
e is the effective area of the kth user receiving

antenna, LCOM
s is the COM system operational loss, LCOM

steer is
the scanning loss in the COM scenario, BCOM is the bandwidth
available in the MPAR for COM operations, and T COM

s is the
noise system temperature.

Finally, denoting by Cdesired the reference value for the
objective channel capacity, the PAP that allows to reach this
capacity, say PAPk , is derived as follows:

PAPk =

(
2Cdesired − 1

)
λ 2

0 R2
k,COMLCOM

s LCOM
steer kB T COM

s BCOM

Arx,k
e

.

(7)

Before concluding this section, it is worth recalling that
different types of COMs can be performed. For instance, the
MPAR could send some tactical information to soldiers, and/or
to other radar or electronic warfare (EW) infrastructures that
are in the same area, as well as to moving vehicles like
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). Finally, it can implement
a wireless network by acting as a router when the civilian one
is inhibited.

IV. TASK SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

The scheduling algorithm adopted in this article starts from
the assumption that the possible available resources cannot be
allocated at any time to the required tasks. In fact, each task
subsumes a dynamic process that for each update interval can
demand one or more looks depending on the current situation.

Hence, a radar look should contain information about the
pointing direction of the MPAR beam, its bandwidth, the PAP,
as well as its nominal start time and related duration.

In the context of this article, as in [31], it is assumed that
the tracking tasks require all the available bandwidth and PAP,
and hence, they cannot be executed in parallel to any other
task. Differently, the volume search, cued search, and COM
tasks call for a reduced amount of resources both in terms of
bandwidth and PAP than the tracking. In particular, the volume
requires a quite low bandwidth and PAP, making it a candidate
to be executed in parallel with cued search and COM tasks,
as described later.

For the above-mentioned reasons, the mechanism at the
base of the considered scheduling algorithm makes use of
priorities assigned to each task, in terms of a number ranging
from 5 (very high priority) to 1 (very low priority). Hence, the
RRM allocates the temporal resource according to the required
start times while respecting the prioritization. Moreover, in the
case both PAP and bandwidth can be simultaneously shared
between two tasks, they can be also scheduled for being
executed in parallel. In the scenario studied in this article, the
priorities are assigned as 5 for track confirmation, 4 for track
update, 3 for cued search, 2 for volume search, and 1 for COM.
As to the latter, the algorithm operates in a different way as
compared with radar tasks. In fact, COM tasks are allocated
in parallel to volume search (taking care of not violating the
constraints on resources) each time the cued search is not
performed. Moreover, COM looks are also allocated in order
to fill the gap in the update interval left by the other radar tasks
(e.g., in the intraslot time). Finally, it is also worth underlining
that all the tasks that are not allocated for being executed in the
incoming update interval, as nominally desired, are organized
in a list of deferred tasks. The deferred tasks experience a
modification in their priority that is increased by a factor of
0.25 and will be planned to be executed in the successive
updates. Differently, the priority of the deferred COM is not
modified since the COM mission is less relevant than the radar
mission (radar-centric approach). The principle adopted by the
highest priority scheme is provided in the left part of Fig. 4,
whereas the entire procedure herein developed is notionally
illustrated in its right part.

The flow diagram shown on the left side of Fig. 4 is the
so-called high-priority typology, whose working principle can
be described as follows. Taking the list of tasks, they are first
sorted in decreasing order by priority; then, the ordered tasks
are sequentially (or in parallel if there is margin in terms of
availability of the physical resources) scheduled in order to fill
the time window. Finally, if all the tasks have been scheduled,
the process ends; otherwise, the remaining tasks are moved
in a list of deferred actions with their priority increased by
an amount of 0.25 (except for the COM tasks whose priority
level is maintained unaltered).

Now, it is worth going further into the details of the
proposed strategy, with reference to the block scheme in the
right part of Fig. 4. The algorithm begins acquiring all look
requests from the tasks whose starting time falls in the current
update window. Then, it extracts from that list the confirmation
tracking looks, being the tasks with the highest priority. Hence,
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Fig. 4. Proposed algorithm for task scheduling in an MPAR system
performing volume search, cued search, tracking, as well as implementing
a COM functionality.

the tracking looks are scheduled in order to turn on the filling
process of the update interval. If confirmation tracking looks
are no longer present (they have been already scheduled or
completely absent), and there is a temporal margin to encap-
sulate other looks in the update interval, the RRM continues
the analysis of the look requests list. At this point, the RRM
schedules looks with a priority higher than 3 (according to
their priorities), which could be both update tracking tasks as
well as other deferred radar tasks. After that, the RRM checks
for the presence of a cued search in the list. If they are present,
they are scheduled just after the tracking looks (if any) and
in parallel to possible volume search looks. Clearly, once a
certain number of tasks have been allocated, if the remainder
tasks have a duration that is not compliant with the residual
time until the end of the update window, they are moved to
the list of deferred tasks (as shown in Fig. 4). It is worth
mentioning that the volume search tasks are usually scheduled
sequentially even in the absence of cueds. In fact, in general,
it could be not necessary to increase the scan rate of the
search grid for typical detection scenarios [36]. However, when
there are multiple track operations, volume tasks could be also
done in parallel. Once the radar task scheduling is terminated,
the RRM involves in the completion of the update interval
of the COM tasks. As a matter of fact, according to the choice
of the constraints on the available resources, COM looks are
assigned to be executed in parallel to all volume search tasks

which otherwise would have been executed alone, or when
there is sufficient empty space, COM looks are scheduled
starting at the end time of the allocated radar tasks. More
precisely, COM looks are used to fill the gap between the radar
tasks and the end of the update interval, in order to exploit in
the possible best way the timeline. Clearly, COM tasks that
are not allocated are also added to the list of deferred tasks.

Finally, it is worth observing that it is not excluded that
a more efficient rule for resource allocation can be found;
however, the proposed rule-based scheme is simple and has
shown interesting performance as shown in Section V. For
instance, volume tasks could be executed in parallel depending
on the quantity of bandwidth and PAP resources they require.
In particular, there could be situations in which, due to an
unexpected overload, the radar would find it wise to execute
in parallel some volume tasks to reestablish a desired timeline.
It is also worth pointing out that a situation of practical rele-
vance in which it is preferable to avoid the execution of volume
search in parallel arises when harvesting energy is required, for
instance, when it is demanded to probe the environment with
a burn-through waveform. Clearly, the designer can perform
the most suitable choice depending on the specific missions
and environments.

V. RESULTS

This section is devoted to analyze the results of the devised
resource allocation algorithm described in Section IV.

Tests conducted in this article refer to a long-range MPAR
operating in the S-band with its operating central wavelength
λ0 = 0.09 m. The analysis is conducted considering a
radar scenario involving the presence of several maneuvering
radar targets and trajectories, using the Mathworks MATLAB
toolbox Multibeam Radar for Adaptive Search and Track [31].
Similar to the targets, they are simulated as nonfluctuating
Swerling 0 (SW0) targets with RCS σ 2

= 1 m2. The other
parameters of the MPAR are a peak transmit power of 100 kW,
an overall available bandwidth of 10 MHz, and a beamwidth
of the entire phased array, when the beam is pointed at
boresight, of 2◦ and 3◦ in azimuth and elevation, respectively.
In the following, for all the considered radar tasks, due to
the aforementioned assumptions and supposing Pd = 0.9 and
Pfa = 10−6, (2) leads to a detectability factor equal to
13.12 dB. Moreover, the noise figure is set to 5 dB.

For the tasks considered in this work, the MPAR resources
are shared in order to ensure the required degree of satisfaction
in performing the activities. In particular, the tracking requires
to use the overall available bandwidth and PAP of the MPAR,
as already mentioned, because it needs to perform object
detection and tracking most accurately. Differently, for the
volume search only a small portion of both the bandwidth
and PAP are necessary, since it should roughly, but quickly,
perform a first detection stage. Moreover, the cued search
requires a higher bandwidth and PAP than the volume to refine
the parameters estimate of the detected targets. As to COM,
instead, its bandwidth is chosen equal to all the available
bandwidth reduced by the amount employed for volume search
(in fact, it is assumed that one volume look at time is
performed), whereas for the PAP assignment two different
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TABLE I
TASKS SIMULATION PARAMETERS

strategies are performed. In the first case, it is a priori set
equal to those of the cued for being easily allocated in parallel
to the volume search tasks. Differently, in the second case,
it is dynamically selected as specified in Section III-D in
order to reach a desired channel capacity, once the distance
from the receiving equipment is defined. This second strategy
allows to save resources ensuring to just utilize the amount of
PAP necessary to achieve the specific mission goal. Therefore,
the bandwidths are set equal to 0.5 MHz for the volume
search, 3 MHz for the cued search, and 9.5 MHz for the
COM, whereas the PAP assignments are given in Table I,
with reference to the static COM assignment, along with the
main involved parameter values employed in the conducted
experiments.

The PAP for the tracking task is computed from (1), with
the pulsewidth τ set to 2.5 µs and pulse repetition frequency
(PRF) equal to 1500 Hz. With these choices, the PAP results
to be 1.66 × 103 W·m2. Moreover, the time duration for each
radar task is quantified by its dwell that is in turn obtained
from the number of pulses evaluated n through (2). Differently,
the duration of the COM signals is maintained constant and
equal to 0.01 s. From the inspection of Table I, it is evident
that the RRM can allocate cued and COM looks in parallel to
volume, being the resources enough to be shared.

Other simulation parameters are the range and angular limits
for the volume search, which are set equal to 75 km (range
limit), [−60◦, 60◦

] (azimuth limit), and [−30◦, 0◦
] (elevation

limit). Moreover, the space between adjacent beams in the
volume search grid is set equal to 0.85 beamwidth fraction in
both azimuth and elevation as depicted in Fig. 3. Similarly,
for the COM tasks, the range limit is set equal to 20 km
and the COM angular grid limits to [−60◦, 60◦

] in azimuth
and [0◦, 30◦

] in elevation. Moreover, the tracking tasks are
performed considering a confirmation rate equal to 20 Hz;
whereas for the update tracking, the revisit time is adaptively
chosen following the method based on the estimated maneuver
state of Section III-C2, with the highest value set equal to 2 s
and the lowest to 0.2 s. Furthermore, the update time (or time
window) is set equal to a constant value of 0.05 s. Finally, as to
the COM user equipment, the following parameters setting is
selected, LCOM

s = 27 dB, T COM
s = 916 K, and Arx

e = 0.7 ×

10−3 m2.
The simulation is conducted for a total duration of 4 s and

starts at time 0 s with a volume look. During the conducted
simulations, tasks are scheduled respecting their priority order
as well as trying to fill the update time using COM when
no other task can be allocated. With respect to a given
interval, the search grid can be shown together with the true

Fig. 5. Visualization of the tasks performed during the update time [0.55, 0.6]

s showing the target locations and possible related detections, together with the
volume search, cued search, confirmation tracking, and COM beams placed
by the MPAR.

positions of the six targets, and the beams of the scheduled
looks. This is shown in Fig. 5, where the visualization of
the tasks performed during the update time corresponding
to [0.55, 0.6] s is reported showing the target locations and
possible related detections, together with the volume search,
cued search, confirmation tracking, and COM beams placed
by the MPAR at that time window.

It is now of interest to analyze the task scheduling produced
by the RRM with all the tasks executed in each update time
together with their duration. To this end, Fig. 6 shows some
snapshots of the timeline for the scheduled tasks along the
conducted simulation. Each subplot in the figure refers to
a specific update time (arranged in time-increasing order),
with the specific values of the time interval on the x-axis.
Interestingly, thanks to the possibility of sharing bandwidth
and PAP, volume and cued search are executed in parallel
as can be seen from Fig. 6(e). Similarly, COM operations
are performed parallel to the volume search (in the absence
of cued activities), analogously to the behavior observed in
the same subplot of Fig. 6. Moreover, they also occupy in a
useful way the empty time left by radar tasks, as illustrated in
Fig. 6(b). As expected, the tracking tasks (both confirmation
and update) are executed alone since they require all the
available resources. This is evident in Fig. 6(f), (g), and (l) for
the confirmation track, and in Fig. 6(h) for the track update.
Finally, from the inspection of the timeline, it is also evident
that the assignment is performed by the RRM adopting the
priority-based scheme described in Section IV.

With reference to the above-mentioned scenario, Fig. 7
shows how tasks are executed over time and, consequently,
in which way the resources are used by the MPAR. Analyzing
the first subplot, it can be observed that the MPAR employs
an instantaneous bandwidth that experiences some strong
fluctuations. However, its average value, computed within
each update interval, tends to show a more regular behavior.
As expected, the occupied bandwidth is close to its maximum
available value since a very high bandwidth is associated with
the COM tasks (viz., 9.5 MHz) that is the task performed more
frequently. The areas where the occupied bandwidth reduces
correspond to the update times, where cued search areas are
performed (having a bandwidth of 3 MHz). As a competitor,
the algorithm of [31] is considered. It is a subcase of the
proposed framework that does not perform COM operations.
The results in terms of resource usage over time for the same
simulation scenario are visualized in Fig. 8. With reference to
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Fig. 6. Some snapshots of the timeline for the scheduled tasks along the conducted simulation from 0 to 4 s.

the bandwidth (see the first subplot of Fig. 8), it is evident that
the instantaneous bandwidth continues to oscillate, whereas its
average value is almost constant and close to 0.6 MHz. This
result is not surprising, since it approximately corresponds to
the volume search bandwidth, being it the most executed task.
To have a quantitative measure of bandwidth utilization, band-
width efficiency, defined as the average bandwidth occupancy
in the overall execution time, is introduced. It is computed as
the mean value of the average bandwidths over each update
time. The respective values are shown in the first column of
Table II (other information detailed later is also reported),
where the evidence is that the proposed framework allows to
increase the usage of the bandwidth resource with respect to
the competitor by an amount of 89.55%–5.98% = 83.57%.

The second subplot of Figs. 7 and 8 show the utilization
of the PAP in time. In both cases, the instantaneous PAPs
exhibit many fluctuations over time, while their average values
within each update time show more regular behaviors, with
the proposed method consuming a higher PAP due to the
additional COM functionalities. However, being the PAP and
hence the transmitted power a precious resource, a possible
variation in the assignment of the PAP-to-COM functions is
also considered in this article. In particular, a dynamic alloca-
tion of the PAP is realized for the COM looks depending on the
desired COM range as well as on the desired channel capacity,
as described in Section III-D. Hence, Fig. 9 shows the same
simulation results, but for the COM, PAP computed as in (7),
setting Cdesired = 8 bit/s/Hz, and randomly choosing the range
at each simulating run as a realization of a uniform random
variable in the interval [18, 22] km, Rk,COM = U[18, 22] km.
The respective results in terms of PAP are given in the central

Fig. 7. Use of resources over time for the proposed scheme with a fixed
PAP assignment to COM tasks. Subplots refer to bandwidth versus time (top),
PAP versus time (middle), and time occupancy versus time (bottom).

subplot of Fig. 9, where the evidence is that, despite many
COM looks are executed, the average PAP employed by the
MPAR is almost the same as in the radar only scenario of
Fig. 8.

As to the last resource, the third subplot of Figs. 7–9 empha-
sizes the time occupancy of the MPAR for the considered
scenarios. It is computed as the ratio between the time for
which at least one look is executed over the total update time
and expressed as a percentage. As expected, the proposed
approach (in both its versions) allows to exploit the time
resource very efficiently. The time occupancy is often close
to 100%, with a limited reduction in the update intervals,
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Fig. 8. Use of resources over time for the competitor not performing COM
operations. Subplots refer to bandwidth versus time (top), PAP versus time
(middle), and time occupancy versus time (bottom).

TABLE II
BANDWIDTH AND TIME EFFICIENCY (EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE)

Fig. 9. Use of resources over time for the proposed scheme with a dynamic
PAP allocation to COM tasks. Subplots refer to bandwidth versus time (top),
PAP versus time (middle), and time occupancy versus time (bottom).

where it is not possible to allocate COM tasks to fill all
the possible time gaps. Differently, from the inspection of
Fig. 8, it is evident that the tasks are not optimized in the
best way via the plain strategy in [31] in each update interval,
with the time resource appearing to be strongly underutilized
with a substantial waste of the temporal resource. Like for the
bandwidth, also the time efficiency is used to glean a synthetic
quantitative measure of the effectiveness of the proposed
method. Specifically, it is defined as the average occupancy
of time with respect to the entire observation time (expressed
in percentage). The time efficiency values are also reported in
Table II, with the proposed strategy showing an increment of
efficiency with respect to its counterpart which passes from
80.02% to 94.45%.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this article, the problem of task scheduling in MPAR
systems performing multiple sensing and COM activities is
considered. To this aim, a rule-based approach has been
developed after assigning different priorities to the involved
tasks and looks. Hence, the rules describing how to schedule
the task looks into the timeline have been established in order
to increase the bandwidth and time usage efficiency of the
entire architecture. In particular, the COM operations are used
along the scheduling process as gap fillers in the timeline
so as to minimize the amount of time remained unused.
Moreover, these looks are also organized to be executed
in parallel to volume search looks in such a way that the
available bandwidth at the MPAR results are almost filled.
Simulation results conducted on some interesting scenarios
also comprising multiple maneuvering targets have shown the
benefits achievable with the proposed solution with respect
to the considered competitor. In fact, both the bandwidth and
time occupancy have experienced a substantial increment.

As a possible future research avenue, it would be interesting
to extend the framework to dynamically distribute also the PAP
between the sensing tasks.
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